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One step advance in ESD testing
Methods for better repeatability
1. Forward
There are two types of ESD testing: system level & component level ESD testing.
The issue of system-level ESD (electrostatic discharge) immunity has been attracting continued
interest because it is an important quality factor in equipment reliability, durability, and
sometimes safety.
This report describes the outlines of the defined test including test method, ESD generator
operating principle and several useful tips for reproducible, consistent testing to the most
common IEC 61000-4-2 standard for evaluation of electronic products against human discharges.

2. Outline of ESD testing
2.1 types of ESD testing
The below tables show some common ESD standards.
Item to be tested
Electronic
equipment
Car
Automotive
electronics
Electronic
component
Semiconductors

Standard No.
IEC 61000-4-2
ISO 10605
IEC 61340-3-1
IEC 61340-3-2
IEC 60749-26
IEC 60749-27

Evaluation
Soft failure
Hard failure
Soft failure
Hard failure

ESD intruder
Human body

Hard failure
Hard failure
Hard failure
Hard failure

Human body
Machine
Human body
Machine

Human body

The IEC 61000-4-2 standard is applied most broadly to electronic equipment or systems in
general while there are also other standards. For example, ISO 10605 is the standard also widely
adopted for automotive electronics. Also widely adopted are standards such as IEC 61340-3-1/2
and IEC 60749-26/27 for component level ESD testing. Component level testing is performed to
evaluate the effects of ESD events happening in equipment assembly and production processes
System level ESD testing is testing for system or equipment, which is a complete finished product,
for simulation of ESD events which occur in normal installation conditions or normal use.
2.2 Testing to IEC 61000-4-2
The IEC 610004-2 is the basic standard which defines the ESD generator specifications, how the
generator and the EUT (equipment under test) are set-up and how to apply ESD pulses.
The main points in the IEC 61000-4-2 standard are:
○ Evaluation of ESD immunity of equipment against the defined human discharge
○ the priority of the contact discharge over the air discharge due to better reproducibility (details
later), although the real field events are always air discharges
○ the ESD pulse contains frequency components up to a few GHz region due to its very fast rise
time
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○ ESD testing is not a simple withstand voltage testing but rather an immunity testing against
resulting high-frequency electromagnetic fields which sometimes severely affect the EUT
function
The standard is designed to provide the basis for a ESD strike from a human holding a metallic
object such as key or tool but not through the human skin, which makes ESD testing to this
standard more severe (lower discharge resistance). In addition to the direct discharge where ESD
is applied literally directly to the EUT, the indirect discharge where ESD is applied to coupling
planes is required. Indirect discharge simulates a discharge to a nearby metallic object such as
furniture or equipment.

The real field events are always air discharges.
Test set-up
ESD testing is performed with very fast pulses thus containing broadband interference signals.
Due to its nature, test repeatability is difficult to obtain. The IEC standard 61000-4-2 details the
required test set-up. The main points are:
○ The EUT and its cables shall be installed and arranged in the same as actual use conditions.
○ Table-top and floor-standing equipment are placed at the height of 0.8m and 0.1m, from the
ground reference plane, respectively.
○ The EUT shall be placed at 0.8m or far from any metallic structure such as the walls of the test
room.
○ Horizontal coupling plane shall have the size of 1.6m x 0.8m and the same thickness and be
made of the same metal as the ground reference plane.
○The ground reference plane provides the stable zero common potential to the ESD generator
and EUT. For this purpose, its size is specified as 0.5m larger than each side of the HCP
(Horizontal coupling plate) as well as the EUT.
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Test set-up for table top equipment

Test set-up for floor standing equipment

ESD application
Types of ESD pulse application are summarized in the table below
Discharge mode
Contact discharge
Air discharge
When conducting an air
For the contact discharge, the
ESD
Direct
discharge, the charged tip
application discharge discharge tip (sharp tip) is brought
(round tip) is moved from a
into contact with a metallic part of
distance toward the insulating
the EUT, and the discharge is
surface of the EUT until it
actuated by the discharge switch
touches the EUT. A discharge is
actuated by a breakdown of an
air gap, to say, a spark.
Indirect
Indirect discharges are always done
discharge by conducting the contact discharge
to the coupling planes.

Φ8±1
Contact discharges

Φ12±1

Φ12±1

Air discharges

25°to 40°

Sharp point

50±1
Φ8±1

Round tip

Sharp tip

Two discharge modes are required: direct discharge by applying ESD pulses to the EUT by using
the contact and air discharge methods and indirect discharge by applying ESD pulses to the
horizontal/vertical coupling plane by using the contact discharge.
Direct discharge
Two discharge methods are available: contact and air discharges. All of ESD events in the real
field are air discharges. If the primary purpose of ESD testing were considered just to duplicate
the field events in the most resembled manner, ESD testing should be performed by using the air
discharge method only. It is well known, however, that air discharges are variable and lack
quantitativeness due to factors such as ambient relative humidity, temperature, surface
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conditions of the discharge tip and so on. Therefore contact discharge is preferentially adopted
thanks to its better quantitativeness. The air discharge method is only applied to cases where the
contact discharge cannot be applied because the EUT housing is made of plastic or other.
[Direct discharge①] Contact discharge
○ the core test method in this standard, preferentially adopted over the air discharge
○ applied to every accessible area in normal use on the EUT surface (such as metallic enclosure,
metallic buttons, screws, and connectors)
○ Select one discharge point for a palm size area (set the generator pulse repetition rate at 20
discharges per second to identify more susceptible points for pre-selection of points to be tested
with single discharges)

Direct discharge phenomena
○ESD pulses applied to the metallic enclosure or a metallic part
○Potential changes and surface currents are generated
○Secondary radiated fields inside the enclosure or inductions affect the circuit

[Direct discharge②] Air discharge
○The air discharge method is only applied to the cases such as contact discharge cannot be
applied because the EUT housing is made of plastic
○Applied to insulated surfaces which a user may touch directly in the ordinary operation of the
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EUT
Example) Controls such as switches, knobs, buttons and grilles and slots

Air discharge phenomena
○ Air discharge pulses applied to slits/apertures on insulating surface (Contact discharge applied
to conductive area)
○ Discharges expected to the internal metallic part or wiring traces on circuit board
○ If an air discharge does not happen, a potential (statics field) change may exit

Indirect discharge
In the environments where electronic products are used, many other objects (cabinet, desk,
electronic gear, machine, etc.) also exist close to them. Indirect discharges are done for the
purpose of evaluating the effects of human discharge to a metallic object adjacent to the EUT. For
this purpose, metallic sheets called coupling planes are introduced. Coupling planes are not the
secondary discharge generator but are electromagnetic fields generators which may interfere
with the EUT functions through a coupling.

[Indirect discharge①] Discharge to horizontal coupling plane (HCP)
○ For table-top equipment only
○ ESD applied to the edge of HCP
○ EUT positioned at 0.1m away from the edge of the HCP
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Indirect application by using the horizontal coupling plane

Discharge to the horizontal coupling
plane

[Indirect discharge②] Discharge to vertical coupling plane (VCP)
○ ESD applied to the center of the edge of VCP
○ EUT positioned at 0.1m away from the VCP
○ Testing done on each side of the EUT illuminated by the VCP (4 sides for table-top products and
6 sides for portable products)

Indirect discharge test for table top equipment by using the vertical

Discharge to the vertical coupling plane

coupling plane

Indirect discharge test for floor standing equipment by using the vertical coupling plane
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2.3 ESD generator mechanism
This is a simplified schematic of the IEC required generator. The main components of the ESD
generator are HV supply (V), charge switch (S1), and charging resistor (Rc), which function as the
charging circuit, and energy storage capacitor (Cs), discharge resistor (Rd), and discharge tip,
which form the discharge circuit. Discharge switch (S2) shall be installed closed to the discharge
tip.
The aim of the sharp discharge tip for the contact discharge method is to touch a conductive layer
of the EUT surface penetrating the insulating coating. The round shape of the air discharge tip is
intended to mitigate the leak of charges to the air, by avoiding the concentration of surface charge
density. The shape and size (8mm diameter) of the air discharge tip specified by the IEC
61000-4-2 is good enough for up to 15kV test voltage (specified as Level 4). With a higher voltage,
maintaining the initial charge voltages tend to be difficult.

Discharge resistor and storage capacitor
○ 330Ω (Rd) ･ ･ ･ simulating a metal
object held by or associated with hand
○ 150pF (Cs)１ a typical capacitance of
the human body

Discharge current waveform and its measurement
method
This is the ideal waveform defined in the IEC
standard based on the mathematical model. Actual
waveforms generated by an ESD generator always
have distortions such as ringing. Waveform
measurements are done by using a ESD current target
installed onto a metal plane (ground) with the size of
minimum 0.6m from the center of the target to each
edge. The waveform parameters and specifications
called for in the standard are shown in the table
below.
Level
1
2
3
4

Indicated
voltage
kV
2
4
6
8

1st peak current
(±15%)
A
7.5
15
22.5
30

Rise time
(±25%)
ns
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8

Current at 30 ns
(±30%)
A
4
8
12
16

Current at 60 ns
(±30%)
A
2
4
6
8

The ESD pulse contains frequency components up to a few GHz region due to its very fast rise
time.
The typical calibration set-up consisting of an ESD generator, Faraday cage onto which an ESD
target is installed, and oscilloscope and the relevant electrical circuit are shown below. An ESD
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target, which is an electrically 2-ohm resistor across the conductor and ground, functions as a
current voltage transducer producing a voltage proportional to the current amount through the
2-ohm resistor. The most notable point here is that the waveform consists of two segments. One is
the higher amplitude steep leading edge narrow pulse, and the other is lower amplitude slower
rise wide pulse. One note worth mentioning is that the first segment of the waveform is generated
by distributed capacitance between the discharge gun and Faraday cage. The second portion of
the waveform is the result of the discharge from a 150pF capacitor through a 330ohm discharge
resistor. For the fast rise narrow pulse, the ground return path is also through the distributed
capacitance but not through the tangible ground return cable having approximate 2uH
inductance.
In actual ESD testing, the EUT impedance and parasitic capacitance between the ESD gun and
EUT are different from those with the standardized waveform measurement set-up. Therefore,
ESD currents greatly vary. Since the discharge return cable layout also gives impacts to the
waveform, the cable shall be pulled backward instead of being placed on the floor when a
waveform measurement is done. Also, in actual ESD testing, the positioning of the ground return
cable significantly affects the test results, therefore, touching or holding the cable shall be
avoided.

Discharge waveform verification method

ESD current target

Faraday cage

Ground return cable arrangement
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An electrical schematic of the entire calibration set-up

The first peak
current remain
unchanged

Typical waveform

Waveform with no capacitor-resistor (CR)
network installed into the ESD gun

Considerably lower for
this frequency area
compared to the gun with
CR unit

Frequency spectrum from 0-2GHz

Frequency spectrum for the gun with no CR
network over the same range
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3. Tips on ESD testing and immunity improvements
3.1 Effects of ESD onto electronic equipment
With an ESD strike applied to the housing of the EUT, potential displacement and surface
currents on the EUT surface, which generate the associated high-frequency electric and magnetic
fields, couple via parasitic capacitances to internal circuits such as PCB circuits, cables, and
components. Also, air discharges generate the associated high frequency-fields. Even when air
discharge does not happen, a potential change (static induction) can take place.

As explained earlier, ESD testing is not easy to duplicate consistent test results and to identify
routes through which ESD related noise invade. In this regard, the keys to reproducible ESD
testing are optimizing test operation and method while understanding the basic high frequency
pulse behavior and characteristics. This report briefly describes 8 points for successful ESD
testing.
【Point 1】 handling of the ground cable
Position the ground return cable away from other metallic part and do not touch. If the ground
return cable is arranged close to a conductive object or touched by the operator, a new additional
return path can be formed from the cable to the human body or conductive object, which may
distort ESD waveforms. This is considered to be a factor leading to inconsistent test results.
Therefore, you must not touch the ground return cable.
○ Connect the ground return cable to the ground reference plane by using low impedance
measures
○ Position the cable at 0.2 m or far away from any other conductive object than the ground
reference plane
○ Do not touch the cable when ESD pulses are being generated.
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The ESD waveform plots below provide a comparison of two different arrangements. The left one
is taken based on the standard set-up and the right one is taken with the operator’s hand holding
the cable coming close to the shield of the Faraday cage. (The IEC standard require the cable shall
be pulled backward at its middle point)
【Actual waveforms】

Smoother

Typical waveform

Waveform when the operator touches the
ground return

Frequency spectrum from 0-2GHz

Spectrum measured when the operator
touches the ground return cable
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【Point 2】 EUT grounding
When the EUT has a ground connection port, the EUT shall
be grounded to the reference ground plane by using a
grounding lead used for actual installations.
Test results with and without EUT grounding may be
considerably different. The reason for this is different
discharge current routes; quick current flow to the ground
plane when the EUT is grounded and flow by a large loop
through the EUT AC cables when the EUT is floating. For
this reason, equipment normally ungrounded for the actual use, although it is equipped with a
ground terminal, such as TV sets, shall be tested with the both configurations. The models below
show these different current paths. Keep in mind, however, that current always flows also
through the distributed capacitance to the ground plane or table (horizontal coupling plane) due
to its inherent high frequency nature.

Grounded EUT

Floating EUT(no grounding port provided)

The waveforms below are taken with the current measurement set-up on an earlier page and are
intended to show a difference between the standard waveform by using a ground return cable of
the standard specified length and a waveform measured by using a longer (higher impedance)
than the standard cable.
【Actual waveforms】
Smoother compared
to the waveform with
the standard cable

Longer tail compared
to the left

With the standard cable

With a longer cable
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Frequency spectrum from 0-2GHz

Frequency spectrum from 0-2GHz

【Point 3】 angle of the discharge gun to the EUT surface
The discharge gun always shall be held perpendicular to the EUT surface. The first segment of
the waveform is generated by distributed capacitance between discharge gun and the EUT. A
different angle leads to a different distributed capacitance, which in turn may lead to a different
test result.

○

✕

The waveforms below are taken with the measurement set-up on an earlier page and are intended
to show a difference between the perpendicular and tilt angles.
【waveform measured】
Higher first peak

Tilt

Perpendicular
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Higher levels over
some partial range

Frequency spectrum from 0-2GHz

Frequency spectrum from 0-2GHz

【Point 4】 how to hold the discharge gun
Cares should be taken.
○ Hold the gun grip by a single hand
○ Never touch the other part.
When the operator holds the gun by the both hands or touching the other part than the grip, his
or her body may form a parasitic capacitance, which may lead to inconsistent test results.

✕
○
✕
The waveforms below are taken with the measurement set-up on an earlier page and are intended
to show a difference between the standard waveform and a waveform measured with a hand put
on the top of the gun.
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【Waveform measured】
Higher first peak

Smoother

Standard waveform

A hand placed on the top of the gun

Changed

Ringing
generated

Frequency spectrum from 0-2GHz

Frequency spectrum from 0-2GHz

【Point 5】 contact discharges to coated surfaces
○ Coating shall be penetrated to ensure that the discharge tip touches to the conductive layer.
Regarding contact discharges for the coated metallic enclosure, coating shall be penetrated to
make sure that the discharge tip touches to the conductive layer. Without this, a tiny gap, in this
case, equivalent to the thickness of the coating can exist between the discharge tip and conductive
layer. An air discharge through a tiny gap can be more threatening than the contact discharge
required by the standard.
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The waveforms below are taken with the measurement set-up on an earlier page and are intended
to show a difference between the standard contact discharge waveform and a waveform measured
with a small gap from discharge tip to the ESD target.
【Waveform measured】
Higher peak and a
faster rise timer

Standard waveform

Waveform through a small gap

Higher level over a whole range

Frequency spectrum from 0-2GHz

Frequency spectrum from 0-2GHz

【Point 6】 Application of air discharges
○ Use round tip
The use of the sharp tip can quickly lower the discharge voltage due to leaks of charges into the
air (corona discharge). The round tip can avoid this effect.
○ Unlike the contact discharge, air discharge is actuated by an arc discharge. Pull and hold the
trigger and approach the charged tip to the target point of the EUT surface as quickly as possible
from a sufficiently distant place until the tip touches to the EUT and pull backward the gun away
from the EUT and release the trigger. The reason why the trigger is operated away from the EUT
is to mitigate the effects of noise emissions derived from switching the gun’s internal charging
circuitry. This operation represents an actual human discharge where a fingertip of a charged
human body is approaching the EUT, an air discharge takes place, and the fingertip makes
contact to it and is moved from it away
○ After an air discharge has occurred, the tip shall touch the target point of the EUT surface.
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○ As said earlier, for air discharges, all test levels shall be carried out.
A shorter arc length of a lower test voltage has a faster rise time, which means having a higher
level of higher frequency components. So the EUT passing with a certain test voltage may fail at a
lower voltage testing.
Different test voltages may generate completely different
arc paths, discharges to other points. Discharges do not
always take place against the nearest conductive part.
With a higher voltage, a discharge takes place to a low
impedance point (such as a metallic frame), although it is
far, through a long arc path. This phenomenon is not
limited to the air discharge testing. Secondary discharges
between conductors inside the EUT in a case of the
contact discharge are of the similar effect.
【Point 7】 Residual voltage elimination required
○ For testing battery-operated or ungrounded EUT, the charge (residual voltage) on the EUT
shall be removed before the next pulse is applied.
Ungrounded EUT is charged by applying an ESD pulse, which leads to a potential rise of the EUT,
which in turn leads to a smaller difference or stress for a pulse that follows. This phenomenon can
be a reason for varying test results.
Three methods for charge-removal are proposed

1. Natural decay of the charge (a long enough time interval desired)
2. A bleeder cable with a 470k ohm resistor at each end shall be used (when the EUT has a
3.

metallic enclosure, or some portions of the enclosure are made of metals)
Sweeping the EUT with a carbon brush

* The use of an ionizer not recommended
* When the charge has decayed below 10% of the initial value, the EUT is considered to be discharged.

For the IEC 61000-4-2 standard, the intention of one second interval between successive single
discharges is related to this residual charge effects, and it is designed to allow a natural decay.
For the EUT with a plastic enclosure and with a metallic body inside, residual voltages remain
there. In this case, the standard recommends the natural decay method but it is not practical as it
requires a long time. Although the standard does not permit, the use of an ionizer is one of the
effective methods for a faster charge removal. However, an ionizer cannot be used when ESD
applications are being done, since the ionizer may remove the charges on the ESD gun itself
during the ESD testing.
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【Point 8】 Climatic conditions
○ As air discharges are affected by the environment relative humidity, care shall be taken to avoid
a considerable change of humidity.
One of the factors affecting test results is the environmental parameters. The standard specifies
the ranges shown in the table below. Among temperature, relative humidity and atmospheric
pressure, the relative humidity is the most influencing.
Ambient temperature

15℃ 〜 35℃

Relative humidity

30％ 〜 60％

Atmospheric pressure

86kPa (860mbar) 〜
106kPa (1060mbar)

Electromagnetic conditions

Such as not to influence test
results

⇒ Control by an air
conditioner
⇒ Control by a humidifier or
dehumidifier
⇒ Practically impossible to
control, no big influence on
the test results
⇒ testing in a shielded room

Others points (to care)
○ Approach speed of the discharge gun tip (air discharge)
○ Air discharge at a fixed distance is not allowed
○ Radiated fields from the discharge gun
○ Placement of the auxiliary equipment required for the EUT operation
○ Effects by the horizontal coupling plane (discharge gun, EUT cable, etc.)
○ Capacitance coupling between metallic structures surrounding the test area
…etc.

4. Conclusion
As described in earlier pages, ESD testing is performed with very fast pulses thus containing
broadband interference signals. Care so that the pulses are consistent with each discharge is the
key for reproducibility. In addition to the points describe above, everything can be a factor leading
to degraded repeatability. Care for various things which even look minor shall be taken.
Reference IEC 61000-4-2 standard



It is prohibited to copy or reprint all or part of this report without permission.



The contents of this report have been prepared with the utmost care. However, we are not
responsible for any loss or damage caused directly or indirectly by the customer regarding
the results of implementation and operation based on this report.
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